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ABSTRACT 

 

For the past few decades, usage of cellular communication is growing rapidly and it becomes one among the major technical field in all 

over the world. Especially, more than 75% of user penetration in the wireless services in many countries is a never before scenario in the 

world trends. From the high rate of user penetration, it is obvious that the user expects the services should be provided anywhere, to 

anyone, at any time; also in low cost, high quality and comparatively better data rates. In order to meet such valuable requirement, it is 

proved that adaptive antenna array technology is mandatory. Smart antennas are implemented with multi-beam technologies, which proved 
substantial performance improvements. In the existing system, the performance in terms of noise to signal ratio, spectrum reduction 

capabilities are major research issues in smart antenna. Therefore, this paper proposes modified artificial bee colony algorithm for 

improving noise to signal ratio, spectrum reduction capability in the smart antenna by means of effective clustering. The artificial bee 
colony is a swarm intelligence algorithm which evolved from behavioural aspects of the real bee colony. The proposed Smart Ultra Disk 

Array Clustering using Artificial Real Bee Colony (SUDACAR-BC) provides better noise reduction and spectrum reduction capabilities.  

 

Key word: Wireless Networks, Cellular Communication, Smart Antenna, Multi-Beam, Artificial Bee Colony algorithm, Swarm 

Intelligence 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

For the past few decades, number of subscribers 

or users of wireless services has rapidly growing in 

the past few decades, especially, more than 75% user 

penetration in wireless services in many countries. 

From the high rate of user penetration, it is obvious 

that the user expects the services should be provided 

anywhere, to anyone, at any time; also in low cost, 

high quality and comparatively better data rates. In 

order to meet such valuable requirement, researcher 

initially proposed adaptive array antenna technology.  

The array antenna technology is useful for 

different environments, such as base station of 

cellular communication, at the access point of 

wireless local area networks and the portable user 

hand held systems of cellular communication. The 

most important feature of better wireless 

communication is the ability to reduce co-channel 

interference by separating signals that arrive from 

different directions, or the ability to avoid 

transmission of signals in direction where another 

user or base station. The separation of signals will 

have different spatial signatures, and angles of 

arrival. By introducing an array with N antennas, the 

amount of hardware equipment is expected to 

increase in N times. In order to avoid such cost, the 

smart antennas are proposed. 

Smart antenna technology is gaining more and 

more interest in the wireless networking community 

[13]. The smart antenna, compared to conventional 

antenna, significantly improves channel capacity, 

spectral efficiency, and coverage area. There are 

many benefits when using Smart Antennas, which 
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are, 1) Reduction in Co-Channel Interference, 2) 

Range Improvement, 3) Increase in Capacity, 4) 

Reduction in Transmitted Power, and 5) Reduction in 

Handoff.  

The major challenge in the smart antenna is to 

reduce the co-channel interference [4]. In order to 

improve the performance of the smart antenna, 

proposed Artificial Bee Colony algorithm for 

clustering and improving signal to noise ratio. The 

Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is a swarm 

intelligence algorithm and provides optimal than 

existing methodologies. The proposed Artificial Bee 

Colony based Smart Ultra Disk Array Clustering 

(ABC-SUDAC) provides better noise reduction and 

spectrum reduction capabilities.   

 

Related Work: 

Smart Antennas in mobile communications 

enhances the capabilities of the mobile and cellular 

system such as faster bit rate, multi-use interference, 

Space Division Multiplexing Access (SDMA), 

adaptive SDMA, increase in range, multipath 

mitigation, reduction of errors due to multipath 

fading, best suitability of multi-carrier modulations 

such as OFDMA [12]. The major advantages of 

Smart Antennas are it suite well for demand based 

frequency allocation in the hierarchical system 

approach. Therefore, flexible antenna pattern are 

achieved electronically and no physical movement of 

receiving antennas is necessary.  

Hai-Tao et al [9] proposed a compact low-cost 

low-power smart antenna, which reduce the cost and 

power consumption, by employing the structure of an 

Electronically Steerable Parasitic Array Radiator 

(ESPAR) antenna. In ESPAR, a top-disk loaded 

monopole and six folded monopoles are employed to 

reduce the size of the antenna. The results of the 

folded monopole ESPAR antenna can achieve 

electronically beam scanning in horizontal plane over 

a 360 range.  

The success of smart antennas are relies on two 

considerations [1], which are 1) the smart antennas 

features need to be considered early in the design 

phase of future systems (top-down compatibility); 

and 2) a realistic performance evaluation of smart 

antenna technique needs to be performed according 

to the critical parameters associated with future 

systems requirements (bottom-up feasibility).  

Deployment of smart antenna systems 

throughout major metropolitan cellular markets is the 

major concern for this issue. One of the most 

important processes in smart antennas, is beam 

forming. Smart antenna implemented multi-beam 

technologies, which proved substantial performance 

improvements in FDMA, TDMA and CDMA 

networks through extensive analysis, simulation, and 

experimentation. 

The major function of beam forming is to 

change the beam pattern of the antenna for a given 

angle. If the antenna does not change its direction 

based on the receiving signal, the signal losses will 

be high. So, in order to increase the efficiency and to 

reduce the signal losses in the system, a new method 

is proposed by Ghouse Basha et al for beam forming 

in smart antenna along with spatial diversity using 

fuzzy interference system and Neural Network (NN).  

Celik et al [3] proposed hybrid smart-antenna 

system which solves the transmitter receiver 

alignment problem of 60-GHz wireless systems 

when high gain antennas are used. Utilizing multiple 

highly directional array elements and coherently 

combining the outputs of a few elements adaptively, 

the hybrid smart antenna achieves the desired 

performance and results in significant hardware cost 

and computational complexity savings. For optimal 

alignment, however, the output power of the hybrid 

smart antenna should stay constant over the scanning 

range. This minimizes the so-called scalloping 

effects and necessitates a careful selection of the 

array elements being used in beam-forming.  

Misran et al [10] discussed smart antenna 

systems can be used in wireless communications to 

suppress multipath fading with antenna diversity and 

to increase the system capacity by supporting 

multiple co-channel users in reception and 

transmission. The experimental results of this 

proposal for the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of 

two moving users, comparing different beam-

forming algorithms in typical wireless scenarios is in 

acceptable level. 

Zekavat  et al [14] proposes to increase the 

capacity of mesh networks and to reduce the 

susceptibility of individual nodes to interception and 

jamming, but creating the conditions that allow them 

to be effective is difficult. The channel capacity of 

indoor multiple-input multiple-output ultra-wide 

band (MIMO-UWB) transmission for a smart 

antenna is described.  

A particle swarm optimizer (PSO) is used to 

synthesize the radiation pattern of the directional 

circular arc array to maximize the capacity 

performance in an indoor MIMO-UWB 

communication system. The UWB impulse responses 

of the indoor channel for any transmitter-receiver 

location are computed by applying shooting and 

bouncing ray/image techniques, inverse fast Fourier 

transform and Hermitian processing. By using the 

calculated frequency response, the capacity 

performance of the synthesized antenna pattern on an 

MIMO-UWB system can be computed. Based on the 

topography of the circular antenna array and the 

capacity formula, the array pattern synthesis problem 

can be reformulated into an optimization problem 

and solved by the PSO algorithm. 

PSO optimization is applied to a high-order non-

linear optimization problem. The novelties of our 

approach are not only choosing capacity as the cost 

function instead of the side-lobe level of the antenna 

pattern, but also considering the antenna feed length 

effect of each array element. The cost function for 
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the problem is non-smooth and discontinuous with 

respect to the antenna pattern. It is difficult to solve 

by gradient methods, since the derivative is hard to 

derive. The strong point of the PSO algorithm is that 

it can find out the solution even if the performance 

index cannot be formulated by simple equations. The 

simulation results show that the synthesized antenna 

array pattern is effective to focus maximum gain on 

the line-of-sight path which scales as the number of 

array elements [11].  

 

Proposed Smart Antenna Clustering And 

Enhancement Of Signal To Noise Ratio Using 

Artificial Bee Colony: 

The proposed work contains two major research 

focuses which are 1) effective clustering and 2) 

increasing signal to noise ratio. These two issues are 

solved using a swarm intelligence algorithm called 

artificial bee colony.  

The swarm intelligence [8] is a new discipline of 

study that contains a relatively optimal approach for 

problem solving which are the imitations inspired 

from the social behavior of insects and animals, for 

example, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

algorithm, Honey Bee Algorithms, Fire Fly 

Algorithm. The Honey Bee Mating algorithm is the 

growing technique, which is proposed in late 2005, 

for many engineering applications. Chandramohan et 

al [4] is a detailed study of swarm intelligence based 

algorithms. There are many syndromes observed like 

aggression syndrome, waggling dance, from the 

honey bee colony which is used for solving 

optimization problems.  

The honey bee is a diffuse creature which can 

extend itself over long distances in multiple 

directions in order to find a large number of food 

sources and at the same time to find the best food 

source from the collection of food sources. For 

example, the flower patches with plentiful amounts 

of nectar or pollen that can be collected with less 

effort should be visited by more bees, whereas 

patches with less nectar or pollen should receive 

fewer bees. 

The foraging process begins in a colony by scout 

bees being sent to search for promising flower 

patches. Scout bees search randomly from one patch 

to another. When they return to the hive, those scout 

bees that found a patch which is rated above a certain 

threshold which is measured as a combination of 

some constituents, such as sugar content, deposit 

their nectar or pollen and go to the "dance floor" to 

perform a dance known as the "waggle dance".  

This dance is essential for colony 

communication, and contains three vital pieces of 

information regarding flower patches: the direction 

in which it will be found, its distance from the hive 

and its quality rating (or fitness). This information 

guides the bees to find the flower patches precisely, 

without the use of guides or maps. Each individual's 

knowledge of the outside environment is gleaned 

solely from the waggle dance. This dance enables the 

colony to evaluate the relative merit of different 

patches according to both the quality of the food they 

provide and the amount of energy needed to harvest 

it.  

To identify the optimal location of bio-mass 

power plant [5], Resource Allocation, Continuous 

Optimization Problem, Constraint Optimization 

Problem [6], Economic power dispatch, data 

Clustering in data mining [7], and Path management 

in the computer network are some of the successful 

solutions based on ABC algorithm.  

 

3.1 Arificial Bee Colony based Smart Ultra Disk 

Antenna Clustering (ABC-SUDAC): 

 The proposed Artificial Bee Colony based 

Smart Ultra Disk Antenna Clustering (ABC-

SUDAC) requires a number of parameters to be set, 

namely:  

 Number of scout bees (n),  

 Number of elite bees (e),  

 Number of patches selected out of n visited 

points (m),  

 Number of bees recruited for patches visited 

by "elite bees" (nep),  

 Number of bees recruited for the other (m-e) 

selected patches (nsp),  

 Size of patches (ngh) and  

 Stopping criterion.  

 The algorithm starts with the n scout bees 

being placed randomly in the search space.  

 The bees search for food sources in a way 

that maximizes the ratio  

T

E
F )(               (1) 

Where, E is the energy obtained, and T is the 

time spent for foraging. Here E is proportional to the 

nectar amount of food sources.  

In a maximization problem, the goal is to find 

the maximum of the objective function F (θ), θ  RP. 

RP represents the region of search area.  

Assume that θi is the position of the i
th

 food 

source; F(θi) represents the nectar amount of the food 

source located at θi and it is proportional to the 

energy E (θi). Let P(C) = {θi(C) | i = 1, 2... S} 

represent the population of food sources being visited 

by bees, in which, C is cycle, and S is number of 

food sources around the hive. The preference of a 

food source by the worker bee depends on the nectar 

amount F(θ) of that food source. As the nectar 

amount of the food source increases, the probability 

with the preferred source by the worker bee increases 

proportionally. Therefore, the probability with the 

food source located at θi will be chosen by a bee can 

be expressed as 
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The position of the selected neighbour food 

source is calculated as the following: 

)C(θ)1C(θ
ii

                         (3) 

 and the stop criteria of the system is  

thii
H)E(N)Q(N                           (4) 

where, Ni(Q) represents the values of nectar of 

Queen, Ni(E) represents the values of nectar of Elite 

bee, and H
th

 represents the minimum threshold value 

of the Hive. 

At the end of iteration, the colony will have two 

parts to its new population - representatives from 

each selected patch and other scout bees assigned to 

conduct random searches. 

 

3.1.1 Pseudo-code of proposed ABC-SUDAC 

Algorithm: 

Initialization 

Generate the initial population of the bees  

Selection of the best bee as the queen 

Selection of the maximum number of mating 

flights (n)  

Main Phase 

do while i  n 

Initialize queen spermatheca, energy and speed. 

Select α 

do while energy  > threshold and spermatheca is 

not full 

Select a drone 

If the drone passes the probabilistic condition 

then 

Add sperm of the drone in the spermatheca 

End-if 

Update Speed  

Update Energy  

End-do 

do j = 1, Size of Spermatheca 

Select a sperm from the spermatheca 

Generate a brood by applying a crossover 

operator between the queen, the selected drones and 

the adaptive memory 

Select, randomly, a worker 

Use the selected worker to improve the brood‘s 

fitness  

if the brood‘s fitness is better than the queen‘s 

fitness then 

Replace the queen with the brood 

Else 

if the brood‘s fitness is better than one of the 

drone‘s fitness then 

Replace the drone with the brood 

End-if 

End-if 

End-do 

End-do 

Return The Queen (Best Solution Found) 

 

3.2 Enhancement of Signal to Noise Ratio Using 

Modified Artificial Bee Colony (MAC) Algorithm: 

The design and working nature of the proposed 

MABC is redefined in order to provide optimality. 

The existing ABC has few pitfalls such as the 

improper number of scout bee will lead local optimal 

problem and slow convergence. Therefore the 

MABC fine-tuned performance metric and redefined 

the parameters which lead to such pitfalls.  

The proposed algorithm requires only two 

parameters to be set, namely the number of scout 

bees (n) and ‗ngh‘ is the size of the patch. The n is 

equal to number of flowers (Signal to Noise Ratio) in 

the garden (smart antenna). Suppose, the number of 

scout bees is less, the efficiency of Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) becomes less. Vice versa, the number of 

scout bees is more, the efficiency is improved but 

time to evaluate SNR is increased. Therefore, in the 

proposed work, the number of scout bees is defined 

as number of nodes in the network or sub-network. 

This value is a trade-off between efficiency and 

routing cost. 

The size of patch is represents number of cluster 

in the smart antenna. The bees search for food 

sources in a way that maximizes the ratio  

H

SNR
FHE i  )(),(                     (5)

 

Where, SNR is the signal to noise ratio of the 

concern antenna, H is the hop count between 

transmitter and the antenna. In a maximization 

problem, the goal is to find the maximum of the 

objective function, F(θ). F(θ) is the nectar ratio, 

shown in equation (5), θ  R
P
. R

P
 represents the 

region of search area. Assume that θi is the position 

of the i
th

 food source; F(θi) represents the nectar ratio 

of the food source located at θi and it is proportional 

to the energy E(θi).  

If the nectar ratio, F(θ), of the food source is 

higher than minimum threshold, then the scout bee 

initialises the waggling dance with rhythm above the 

food source (which is called as dance floor). This 

waggling dance is a visualization technique that to 

transfer information to the in-sight worker bees. If 

the worker bees are beyond in-sight, the rhythm of 

scout bee may reach the worker bee. Based on the 

visual and or audio information from the scout bee, 

the worker bee from one hive or more hives will 

reach the dancing floor (food source) for collecting 

the nectar. 



 


otherwise0

F)θ(F)θ(Fα
)θ(T

thii

i

             
 (6)

 



 


otherwise0

F)θ(F)θ(Fβ
)θ(R

thii

i

     
 (7)

 

 Where, the T(θi) is the duration of waggling 

dance, R(θi) is the volume of rhythm, Fth is the 

minimum threshold of the nectar value and α, β are 

the constant which is termed as time scale factor and 

volume scale factor.  

1α0                                     (8)
 

1β0                                     (9)
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If the value of α and β are small, then 

convergence become fast. If the value of the same is 

high, more precise result will occur. The bees search 

for food sources and collect the nectar (E). This 

process initiates the waggling dance in the floor for T 

time units (based on the equation 6) with R volume 

of rhythm (based on the equation (7)).  

If the dancing time of bee is elapsed, then it will 

search the neighbouring dancing bee and goes to the 

dancing floor of neighbouring bee to watch the dance 

as guest bee. Suppose more than one dancing bee 

found near, then the bee choose the one with higher 

rhythm (Rhythm of bee proportional to nectar). 

 

Results And Perforance Analysis: 

The proposed ABC-SUDAC is implemented in 

Network Simulator 2 (NS2), and the performance is 

tested in variety of design; in variety of number of 

array antennas; ranges of signal; and using variety of 

services. The proposed work is implemented using 

Network Simulator 2 (NS2), NS2 is the well-known 

discrete event networking simulation tool. The 

simulation parameter is shown in table 1.  
Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 

Simulation area 200 × 200 m2 

Transport Layer UDP 

Queue Drop Tail 

Queue Limit 50 

No of Nodes 20 to 200 

Packet Type CBR 

Packet Size 220 Bits 

 

Table 2 shows the channel characteristics used for simulation and Figure 1 shows the Time of Arrival 

(ToA) vs power of smart antennas. 

 
Table 2: Channel Characteristics of Micro Cell Smart Antenna 

dMT[m] στ[μs] σϕ.NB[ο] Ascat.ellipse[km2] 

50 0.39 44 0.182 

500 0.18 32 0.261 

1000 0.1 23 0.418 

  

From the Figure 1, it is understood that the smart 

antenna is increased range and the potential to 

introduce new services. Major drawbacks and cost 

factors include increased transceiver complexity and 

more complex radio resource management. In the 

Smart antenna, special attention is given to the 

critical factors and technological challenges, 

including achieving equal performance on uplink and 

downlink as well as real-time calibration of the 

receiver and transmitter chains. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Performance of Time of Arrival (ToA) 
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Fig. 2: SNR vs Time – Correlated Fades  

 

Today, handset manufacturers are seeking an 

effective antenna solution suitable for implementing 

the next generation of cellular handset technologies, 

known as Long Term Evolution (4G LTE). 

Currently, they are unable to achieve physically the 

desired antenna performance in a size that fits a 

cellular handset package at an acceptable volume 

cost. Current implementations from the leading 

handset manufacturers employ typically six antennas. 

The highly compact SAT technology replaces all 

existing antennas—DVB-H, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, 

GPS, 3G multi-bands and 3.9/4G LTE—with just 

one. This single SAT device provides significantly 

lower costs, is smaller in size and offers much 

needed performance gains over existing designs and 

technology.

 

 

 
Fig. 3: SNR vs Time – Uncorrelated Fades 

 

Figure 2 and 3 represents the SNR on improving 

time period in correlated fades and uncorrelated 

fades. Noise limited maximum cell range for a 90% 

connection success rate in distance and in the 

performance improvements are recorded in Table 3 

and 4. Similarly the spectrum reduction capability 

using different antenna options is show in Table 5.

 
Table 3: Noise limited maximum cell range for a 90% connection success rate in distance 

Environment  No Beam-former Beam-former without 

clustering  

Beam-former with clustering using proposed ABC-

SUDAC 

Urban 1Km 1.4Km  1.6Km 

Sub-Urban 2.1Km 2.9Km  3.5Km 

Rural 3.3Km 4.6Km 5.5Km 

 

Table 4: Noise limited maximum cell range for a 90% connection success rate in % of improvement 

Environment  % of improvement in Beam-former without 
clustering 

% of improvement in Beam-former with clustering 
using proposed ABC-SUDAC 

Urban 40% 60% 

Sub-Urban 38% 67% 

Rural 39% 67% 

 
Table 5: Spectrum reduction capability using different antenna options 

Environment  4 Element Beam-former 8 Element Beam-former 

Before clustering After clustering Before clustering After clustering 

Urban 65% 72% 75% 79% 

Sub-Urban 63% 69% 74% 76% 

Rural 64% 70% 75% 78% 
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Conclusion: 

The results of proposed work for enhancement 

of the SNR in correlated and uncorrelated fades are 

verified on existing and proposed works. The SNR of 

proposed work is improved better than existing 

methodologies. Smart Antennas have been tested in a 

variety of field locations with promising results. The 

new antenna has demonstrated a considerable 

advantage over various indoor antennas with no 

amplification and the set-top UHF loop/VHF rod 

antenna combination with built-in amplification. In a 

few locations, Smart Antennas may be unable to 

automatically optimize the signal.  

Smart Antenna systems capture, convert and 

modulate analog signals for transmission as digital 

signals and reconvert them to analog information on 

the other end. In adaptive antenna systems, this 

fundamental signal-processing capability is 

augmented by advanced techniques (algorithms) that 

are applied to control operation in the presence of 

complicated combinations of operating conditions. 

The dual purpose of a smart antenna system is to 

augment the signal quality of the radio-based system 

through more focused transmission of radio signals 

while enhancing capacity through increased 

frequency reuse. The technology of smart or adaptive 

antennas for mobile communications has received 

enormous interest worldwide in recent years. 
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